Cyclosporine A eye drops inhibit the early-phase reaction in a type-I allergic conjunctivitis model in mice.
The effects of cyclosporine A eye drops on the early-phase reaction were investigated in a type-I allergic conjunctivitis model. Mice were actively sensitized with ragweed (RW) absorbed on aluminium hydroxide gel and challenged with RW for 10 days (single challenge model) or 10-14 days (repetitive challenge model) after the first sensitization. For the evaluation of itching, ovalbumin was used as an antigen instead of RW. The effects of cyclosporine A eye drops on increased vascular permeability, mast cell degranulation, and itching were evaluated and compared with those of other anti-allergic eye drops. In the single challenge model, cyclosporine A eye drops significantly inhibited the increase in vascular permeability and histological evaluations showed suppressed degranulation of mast cells. Disodium cromoglycate (DSCG) eye drops showed only a slight tendency to inhibit the increase in both pathophysiological parameters. Ketotifen or betamethasone eye drops significantly inhibited the increase in vascular permeability. The order of potency in the single challenge model was ketotifen > cyclosporine A > betamethasone. In the repetitive challenge model, cyclosporine A eye drops significantly inhibited the increase in vascular permeability and DSCG eye drops showed only slight inhibition. Ketotifen or betamethasone significantly inhibited the increase in vascular permeability. The order of potency in the repetitive challenge model was cyclosporine A > betamethasone > ketotifen. The effect of cyclosporine A eye drops on the itch-scratch response was studied. Cyclosporine A and DSCG significantly reduced the itch-scratch response in the single and repetitive challenge models; the effect of cyclosporine A in the repetitive challenge model was more potent than in the single challenge model. Those results suggest that administration of cyclosporine A eye drops inhibit the early-phase reaction in type-I allergic conjunctivitis, which may be mediated by the suppression of mast cell degranulation. This action of cyclosporine A eye drops may be involved in the therapeutic effect of cyclosporine A on allergic conjunctivitis.